Real Time Theft Alert for Self Storage Facilities
Wade / Garcia & Associates, Inc. provides business RFID real time security alert systems, including hardware and
software, to help you secure, monitor and alert you about security incidents on your facility protecting your customers
valuables, including access control!

 Real-time tracking and instant alerts with video integration on your mobile device or PC
 Rule and Zone based security of customers valuables in difficult and busy environments
 Market your facility as the leader in security
Introducing Self Storage Alert System ("SSAS"); an Information System for Self-Storage industry that is now available to
all self-storage facilities across the country. It caters to the complete facility security automation need, including access
control. The SSAS is a fully integrated, intelligent, user-friendly, robust, online and offline software solution.
Our unique offering is real time security alerts of incidents to your mobile device or PC that integrates to your existing
access management system and video security.

Security Alerts Overview
The assets to be monitored require a small RFID tag or I. D. badge attached to the asset and carried by the customers.
We provide the hardware devices and the associated software so that you can then view the status and location of
assets and individuals from anywhere over the internet. The Smart in Smart Tag is that our software knows if a
customer is on site, knows where his unit is and knows where he is supposed to be and knows where he should not be.
Several smart tags are also provided to each unit allowing them to invisibly protect the contents of their unit. If the
customer is not on the premise and their valuables move just a few feet and instant alert is sent to the facility
management allowing real time security alerting. We integrate with most video surveillance platforms to provide
instant access to what is happing at the unit in question on your mobile device or while at your computer in the office or
miles away.
1. Unit owners have Access Tag, Key Ring or Wallet Card
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2. Assets have nearly invisible Smart Tags Applied
3. Reader constantly monitors assets and traffic
4. Server applies rules to determine alerts
5. Server only sends qualified alerts, No false alerts
6. Alert can integrate with your video system
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Smart Tag
SSAS is a custom version for the Self Security industry using the Smart Tag platform now in use in several other
industries. Smart Tag is the brand name of the active real-time location and monitoring and alerting system, which
incorporates both hardware and software in an integrated solution. Smart Tag is a highly configurable system that
provides superior indoor positional accuracy to all other systems as it uses patented tri-technology allowing the RFID
reader to communicate with the intelligent tag in order to ascertain movement and location of the item associated with
the tag with 100% accuracy. The Smart Tag will locate and record the movements of people and objects anywhere
within its predefined reader network. It can govern those movements with a system of rules based on associated events
and actions such as an asset passing into a particular zone within the building.
Smart Tag is scalable and can be customized to meet the users’ specific process requirements. Smart Tag can be installed
as a wireless system or wired system using Ethernet TCP/IP, or a combination of the two, to send positional data back to
the central system with the reasonable implementation costs. With an appropriate password, authorized personnel can
then access the server to view the location of those assets or people from anywhere within the organization.
SSAS Smart Tag solution provides these benefits:









Rules based Real Time Alerts of incidents
Integrates with your current video platform
Asset and Item Protection
Secure Facilities improves your branding
Dwell Time
Area Detection
Access Control
People and Asset Visibility



The SSAS will integrate with any of your current access control software such as SiteLink, Space Manger and
Tredds filling the gap to your current security solution.
We can integrate with most Self-Storage software including

Proven Technology:
The complete Smart Tag solution is currently implemented in many schools to ensure the security and location of
students. The combination of hardware, software that is rule based and real time alerts to situations makes Wade
Garcia’s Smart Tag the preferred solution for schools in Texas and New Jersey to date. Now we have taken this proven
design and created the complete solution for the Self-Storage industry.
Read more about current installations:
Click on the image to be taken to the article

Contact Us Today
We Proudly Represent Wade Garcia and their “Smart Tag” Technology.

We are your Self-Storage Security Representatives:
Contact us today for more information about securing your facility!
Keith Ross
Los Angeles Office
831-428-1230
keith.ross@highgearrfid.com

Rodger Sayles
Los Angeles Office
310-702-5698
rodger@highgearrfid.com

Read more about us at www.HighGearRFID.com

Solution to a known problem:
The Self-Storage industry has an immediate need for a real time security solution where the facility management is
empowered to detect theft and losses. Below are some recent articles from around the country discussing Self Service
facilities security issues. Click on the headlines to read the full article or watch the video.
Click on the head line to read full article.

Click on the head line to read full article.

Click on the image below to watch the full video on YouTube

